Bussmann fuse tap

Bussmann series fuse taps use the existing fuse by fitting over the leg of the fuse for an
additional non-fused circuit. Add-a-circuits add an additional 10 amp fuse circuit by inserting
into an existing fuse block. Customer satisfaction support is available to answer questions
regarding Bussmann series products and services. Overview Models Resources. How to buy
Locate a distributor Questions before you buy Technical support. Back to search. Live chat.
Serial Number Verified :. Authenticated: The product is verified as being authentic; however,
this does not guarantee the condition or fit for purpose of the product. Fuse Taps and
Add-A-Circuits. Contact us. Benefits of Fuse taps and Add-a-circuits. Find the right fuse for you.
Specifications 6 Results. Download Links Need product support? Contact information How to
buy from Eaton. Locate a distributor Find a Bussmann series product distributor near you.
Questions before you buy Customer satisfaction support is available to answer questions
regarding Bussmann series products and services. Technical support Ask our application
engineers about Bussmann series fuses. We provide sustainable solutions that help our
customers effectively manage electrical, hydraulic, and mechanical power â€” more safely,
more efficiently, and more reliably. Quick links. Let's talk big ideas View all social media. These
fuses open circuits quickly when surges are detected. Able to withstand current overload for a
short time, these fuses will not open when exposed to harmless temporary surges, such as
when starting a motor. These fuses can withstand the high inrush current caused by a motor
starting. Designed to handle high inrush currents and the initial current cycle unique to
transformers, these fuses provide comparable performance with a smaller footprint than
standard size fuses. Also known as dual-element fuses, these fuses withstand current overload
for a short time so they won't open when exposed to harmless temporary surges, such as when
starting a motor. Also known as dual-element fuses, these time-delay fuses withstand current
overload for a short time so they won't open when exposed to harmless temporary surges, such
as when starting a motor. Use these fast-acting fuses in applications where temporary overload
current is not present, such as in lighting and heating. Replace the current-carrying element
rather than the entire fuse after the fuse breaks. These fuses are fast- acting. Smaller than UL
Class J fuses, these fast-acting fuses can be used in extra-tight spaces such as meters,
uninterruptible power supplies, and variable-speed drives. These time-delay fuses are suitable
for high-current power applications. Compatible with most multimeters, including Fluke. With a
quicker response than standard fast-acting fuses, these fuses provide the best protection for
sensitive electronics. Developed for the solar industry, these fuses meet the needs of
high-voltage DC applications. These fuses are suitable for low-voltage automotive and other
electronic applications. Suitable for battery and alternator circuit protection, these fuses can
handle higher current than standard automotive fuses. Able to withstand current overload for a
short time, these fuses will not open when exposed to harmless temporary surges, such as
during equipment start- up. These fuses have a longer time delay than standard time-delay
fuses. Use them in motor applications where the motor is cycled on and off frequently. Also
known as LGR fuses, these fuses open circuits quickly when surges are detected. Able to
withstand current overload for a short time, these fuses will not open when exposed to
harmless temporary surges. Prevent accidental contact with electrical circuitsâ€” these fuses
have an enclosed design with recessed plug-in blades. Use these fuses with equipment made in
Europe. Maintain a supply of fast-acting and time-delay fuses. Includes a variety of blade-style
automotive fuses and fast-acting glass-tube fuses. Keep a variety of blade-style automotive
fuses on hand. Contact Us Order. Log in. Create login. Search Results. Fuse Type. Manufacturer
Equivalent. Overall Length. Overall Diameter. Protection Type. Breakthrough Current. UL Class.
Specifications Met. CE Marked. Blown Fuse Indicator. Fuse Trade Size. Number of Elements.
Cartridge Fuse Style. Rejection-Style End. Blade Style. Indicator Type. Blade Height. Overall
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Time-Delay Lift Truck Fuses. High-Current Automotive Fuses. Time-Delay Plug Base Fuses.
Fast-Acting Plug Base Fuses. Fast-Acting Inline Fuses. Time-Delay Inline Fuses. Touch-Safe
Fuses. European Fuses. European Milk Bottle Fuses. Also known as diazed or Type D fuses.
Fuse Assortments. Automotive and Glass-Tube Fuse Assortments. Automotive Fuse
Assortments. By using this website, you agree to our Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy.
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Pin. Non- Edison. Be the first to write a review. In order to maintain a seamless and secure
transaction, all of our payments are processed via PayPal. For your convenience, PayPal offers
a multitude of payment options, such as debit and all major credit cards, including Visa,
Mastercard, American Express, and Discover. Now that's something worth shopping for! Once
placed, your order will typically be processed within business days, with most items being
delivered in business days. Expedited shipping options are available and may be selected upon
checkout. Please note that we are a clearinghouse for major suppliers, and in order to provide
you with the fastest possible service, your order may be shipped directly from our distributor's
warehouse. That's right, FREE domestic returns - it doesn't get any better than that. If for
whatever reason you're not completely satisfied with your purchase, or just changed your mind,
simply contact us within 30 days of your purchase date and we'll provide you with a fully
prepaid return shipping label. No questions asked. Please note that certain foods and personal
hygiene products may not be eligible for returns due to the nature of the product. We strongly
believe that customer experience is of utmost importance. That means having access to real
people that gets your questions and concerns answered quickly. If you have any issues
whatsoever with your order, simply let us know and we'll do everything in our power to make it
right. Give us a shot and we will make sure that you will look to us again! Certain items may be
eligible for international purchase and shipping under the eBay Global Shipping Program.
Please note that all electronic items sold at our store will come with USA spec plug-ins and will
not include wall plugs or adapters for any other country unless specified in the description.
Unfortunately, we do not accept returns on international orders shipped outside of the USA.
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Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your
money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information libbyslibrary Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime
Member. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Sarasota, Florida, United States.
Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This
amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to
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translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: New:
A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is
applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is
handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted
box or plastic bag. See the seller's listing for full details. See all condition definitions - opens in
a new window or tab Read more about the condition. Product Description. It taps into existing
ATM fuse for additional non-fused circuit. Includes crimp-on connector that attaches easily to
the power lead for electronic gear. Date First Available: October 25, Shipping and handling. The
seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new
window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated.
Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at
delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 3 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 3. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is
covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details.
Payment methods. Seller's payment instructions Please make sure your shipping address is
correct before completing your checkout. Thank you!! This is a private listing and your identity
will not be disclosed to anyone except the seller. Back to home page Return to top. Back to
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tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. New: A
brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is
applicable. A fuse tap is a power splitter-type device that slides into an occupied slot in an
automotive fuse block to create an additional connection point for slip-on terminals. We offer
fuse tap devices for the most common fuse types found in automotive fuse blocks. Please be
sure to select the type of fuse tap that corresponds with the fuses in your vehicle. What follows
is a very basic guide to installing a fuse tap. As with any electrical project, please use caution to
reduce the risk of personal injury and damage to equipment. There are several important factors
to consider when choosing the circuit in your automotive fuse block to use for fuse tap
installation. Fuse Taps for Automotive Fuse Blocks. Contact Us. Click to enlarge. Fuse Tap
Options We offer fuse tap devices for the most common fuse types found in automotive fuse
blocks. Fuse Tap Installation What follows is a very basic guide to installing a fuse tap. Pull the
selected fuse from its circuit slot. See below to learn how to select the best circuit to use for
your fuse tap. Insert the wire from the new electrical device into the connector on the fuse tap.
Be sure to cut, strip, and crimp the wire, as needed, as you would in any other electrical
connection. If possible, use a circuit slot that is already empty If the above is not an option,
select a fuse that powers a utility function such as the rear window wiper, audio system, etc.
Narrow Results. Best Dash Cams of Comparison Tool. Forums Search forums New posts.
What's new New posts New profile posts Latest activity. Contact Us. Log in Register. Search
titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Search forums. New posts. Log in. Install the app. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using
an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade
or use an alternative browser. Piggy-back fuseholders - a right way and a wrong way? Thread
starter eugenel Start date Sep 25, I'm about to hardwire in another dashcam using a piggy-back
mini-fuse holder. Prior to doing this, I had a quick ferret at it with a multimeter and reckon
ideally the piggy-back should be fitted one war around and not the other. It will work both ways,
but one way will result in the current flowing to the dashcam flowing through both fuses in
series. Well, check out the illustration:. Whatatay Member. You are completely correct. Although
it works both ways, for the reason you mentioned, only one way is correct, also for the reason
you mentioned. The intention is to use the A side to tap off power to go to the red wire through
a fuse rated for that circuit while leaving the original circuit as it is. If it is used correctly, both
fuses do not need to be the same rating. They are two different circuits. If used incorrectly and
the lower fuse for the original circuit is a lower rating than the new circuit connected to the red
wire, it may blow before the fuse for the new circuit does. Last edited: Sep 26, Nigel Well-Known
Member. I reckon you plan to have it the wrong way around! If you connect it as you plan and
have both fuses the same rating as the original then you can draw twice the original power,
however the cable providing the power to the A side of the fuse will probably only be rated to
match the original fuse, or in my case the relay supplying power to the A side of the fuse is only
rated to match the original fuse. Realistically, if you are only powering a dashcam and fit a 2 or 3
amp fuse in the top and the original 10 or 20 amp fuse in the bottom then there isn't much to
worry about whichever way around you have it. The right way is to insert the fuse tap with what
you called A is the one that receives the voltage. Break the connection in the middle of a spare
fuse the lowest amp rating - the thinner you don't need create a separation between the "legs" A
and B. Insert that fuse to the place you want to tap. Check with a multimeter or a fuse tester like
this one below which leg is A and which is B. Chode Active Member. The third one was used to
create a manual breaker for a particular circuit. Harry Lime New Member. Good thread, I hadn't
thought about which way round when I fitted one the other day but there's a really simple way to
check which way is correct. Just pull the 'main' fuse from the piggy back module and plug it
back in with just the 'accessory' fuse in place. It will only work one way round and that is the
correct way. Then put the 'main' fuse back in again. Harry Lime said:. Nigel said:. I still say that
is the wrong way! Now we decide to get the power from the fuse for the clock using a fuse tap,
the clock uses 10 milliamps and is protected by a 1A fuse, so we put the original 1A fuse in the
bottom of the fuse tap and the new 20A fuse for our new spot lights in the top of the fuse tap.
Now we have two options for fitting the fuse tap: If we fit the fuse tap your way around then
when the new lights are turned on we draw 17A for the lights plus 10mA for the clock but the
wiring for the clock is only rated at 1A so it will very quickly get very hot, melt it's insulation
causing a short circuit and maybe burn the car to it's metal shell. If we fit the fuse tap the other
way around then all that happens is that the 1A fuse burns out to protect the 1A wiring and the
car lives for another day. Which is the safer option? Why would you not choose the safe
option? It is possible that every fuse in your fuse box is provided with power by A cable via A
relays but copper cable is both expensive and heavy and A relays are expensive and rather

large so that is very unlikely! And, yes, if we decide to do something stupid then your way
around protects you. Hi Nigel, I think you're wrong there. The 12v bus is on the one side of all
the fuses. That's kind of the point. The piggy back unit should be fitted so both fuses are
tapping power from the bus side. If fitted wrong way around, the accessory fuse is getting
power via the main fuse and that can never be right. After all, if we are to fit the piggy back your
way, there is no point in using a second fuse at all for the acc circuit, it might as we
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ll share the current from the main fuse directly. So I'm unpersuaded that my method is wrong.
I'm always open to rethink with a logical argument of course, but I still think this is correct: Just
pull the 'main' fuse from the piggy back module and plug it back in with just the 'accessory' fuse
in place. Hi Nir, Yep, saw that, and you're right of course. The second fuse should be getting
power from the 12v input. My contribution to the thread, which I thought was being helpful until
all this contraversy, was that you can achieve that correct connection without using broken
fuses or multimeters. Just pull the main fuse and test which way around turns your camera on,
then put it back. Job done. Hillbilly Well-Known Member. Chode said:. Bumping up an old
thread! See the quoted section in the post right above yours - it answers your question. I'm still
not sure, I feel like I'm missing something very obvious. You must log in or register to reply
here. Piggyback fuse. Dec 23, Mar 18, Sep 24,

